Extras for experts
Mercedes-Benz genuine accessories for the Axor and Atego

A workplace that meets your every need
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A look that speaks volumes: the exterior
First impressions count. Which is why the range of Mercedes-Benz genuine accessories is packed
with extras that are designed to give your Axor or Atego a gleaming, highly individual look. Whether
it’s the chrome package, the roof-mounted headlamp holder or the decals, you’re bound to find
the perfect product for your truck.

1

Chrome package. Simple splendour: the chrome
package consists of 2 specially coated chrome strips.
These frame the radiator grille and perfectly echo the
contours of the Axor. Simple to attach using adhesive.
Material: scratch-resistant, weatherproof plastic with
high-quality chromed finish.
B6 752 0135
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2 Chrome trim for driver and co-driver sides.
 harpening the profile of your Axor: chrome trim
S
strips for the driver and co-driver sides. Coordinate
perfectly with the chrome package. Simple to attach
using adhesive. Available as a pair, for the L-cab.
Material: scratch-resistant, weatherproof plastic with
high-quality chromed finish.
B6 752 0138
3 Mercedes-Benz emblem. Make an entrance with
an emblem that is suitable for all cabs. Simple to attach
using adhesive. Material: high-grade stainless steel.
B6 752 0123
5

Everything you need for sparkling
looks all round
Chrome and polished stainless steel – materials which help add to your vehicle’s individuality and
attractiveness. From the front bar to the air horns, all of these products help create a look that sparkles.
1 “Protector” front bar. Make an impression: the
“ Protector” front bar combines a high-sheen finish with
the distinctive design of the Axor. Material: robust,
hand-polished stainless steel.
B6 752 0133
1
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2 Front bar. An imposing look: front bar made from
high-grade, hand-polished stainless steel. Supplied with
mounting support. For Atego.
B6 752 0100
2
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Roof-mounted headlamp holder. See and be seen:
roof-mounted headlamp holder for various cabs. Holds
up to 4 auxiliary headlamps. Material: high-sheen
polished stainless steel.
Please note applicable national regulations.
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Roof-mounted headlamp holder for high roof
B6 752 0235

4

Roof-mounted headlamp holder for low roof
B6 752 0222
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Stainless steel auxiliary headlamps. Contemporary clearlens design. Suitable for all Mercedes-Benz roof-mounted
headlamp holders. 70 watt H1 bulb, Code no. 35.
Individual lamp: B6 752 0224

5 Air horns. An elegant way to attract attention.
Set comprises 2 horns. Length: 67 and 76 cm. Material:
stainless steel. Supplied without installation kit.
B6 752 0401
6 3 stainless steel steps. Enhancing your truck’s
looks step by step: non-slip steps in high-sheen
polished stainless steel. Supplied with set of screws.
Simple to fit. For Axor.
B6 752 0251

7 Stainless steel step. Make an entrance: with
a stainless steel step. Supplied with set of screws.
For Atego.
B6 752 0246
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Show what your truck’s made of
The Mercedes-Benz decals don’t just look good – they are made from a particularly high-quality
material, are simple to affix and are, of course, UV-resistant and weatherproof. The aerodynamic
side window wind deflector looks attractive and serves a practical purpose.

1 “Disc” decal. Dynamic look: “Axor” disc decal.
 vailable as a set for driver and co-driver sides.
A
Simple to attach using adhesive.
brilliant silver: B6 782 0017
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2 “Disc” decal. Bold design: “Atego” disc decal.
 vailable as a set for driver and co-driver sides.
A
Simple to attach using adhesive.
sapphire black: B6 782 0021
brilliant silver: B6 782 0022

3 Side window wind deflector. Cutting out turbulence:
side window wind deflector for draught-free driving
even with the window open. With special aperture for
the kerb-sight mirror. Available as a set for driver and
co-driver sides.
For LHD: B6 753 0014
For RHD: B6 753 0017
3
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Brilliant touches
Attractive and practical. From the stainless steel wheel nut caps to the full wheel trim, these
high-sheen details make a world of difference.
1

Stainless steel wheel bolt cover ring. Elegant
fi nishing touch: the wheel bolt cover ring protects
the wheel and the wheel nuts from damage.
For steel wheel, 17.5": B6 752 0113
For steel wheel, 19.5": B6 752 0114
For steel wheel, 22.5": B6 752 0610
For aluminium wheel, 22.5": B6 752 0611

2

Stainless steel wheel nut caps. Because every
detail counts: set of 10 wheel nut caps.
For Axor (sleeve nuts): B6 752 0621
For Atego (27 mm spanner size): B6 752 0115
For Atego (30 mm spanner size): B6 752 0116

Wheel nut cap remover
B6 752 0630

3 “Classic” stainless steel full wheel trim. Dazzling
looks: elegant “Classic” full wheel trim. Supplied with
fastening kit. For 22.5" wheels. Material: stainless steel.
For front axle, 8.25": B6 601 0121
For rear axle and front axle, 9" or 11.75": B6 601 0122
Replacement star: B6 601 0124

4

4 Stainless steel rear wheel hub cap. Attractive
and practical: the high-quality rear wheel hub cap
keeps the axle clean.
For HL 7 planetary axle (aluminium or steel wheel):
B6 752 0601
For HL 6/HL 8 hypoid axle (aluminium wheel):
B6 752 0602
5

Snow chains with grip links. Snow chains with
double cross-link chains and grip links. Kind to tyres
and easy to repair. Easy to fit thanks to spring steel
tensioner. Extreme grip, even in adverse conditions.
Your Mercedes-Benz partner will be happy to advise you.
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More comfort in the cab: the interior
The place you spend most of your day should be a place where you feel particularly comfortable.
That’s why the Axor and Atego cabs are packed, as standard, with equipment and details to make
your job as pleasant as possible. For even more comfort and an individual cab design, you can also
select from our extensive range of interior accessories: from the fine wood-effect trim, individual
seat covers, various coolboxes and extra stowage trays and compartments to details such as the
spectacles case – meeting your every wish.

1 Stowage tray. Keeping a tidy cockpit: practical
stowage tray with large compartments for all those
things you need within easy reach. Simple to attach
to the instrument support.
B6 667 2031
1

2 Stowage box for co-driver seat. All within easy
reach: stowage box for co-driver seat with versatile
stowage compartments. Held in place by the seat belt.
B6 626 0210
2
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A feast for the senses
Inside the cab it’s important that the look and the feel
are right so you can relax and enjoy the ride.
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Fine wood-effect trim. A feast for the eyes: the
burr walnut-effect instrument trim adds a refined yet
cosy atmosphere. Two-piece set for instrument panel
and centre air vents. Simple to attach using adhesive.
B6 667 2240

2

Neck cushion. Perfect support: comfortable neck
cushion for all seats with integral head restraint.
Simple to attach using Velcro strip. Colour: anthracite.
B6 753 0125

3 Back cushion. A treat for your back: high-quality
back cushion. Effective relief for the lumbar region.
Individual pneumatic control. Colour: pale grey.
B6 753 0121

Seat covers. For all standard Isri and Grammer
seats. Simple zip fastening. Easy-care and washable
at temperatures up to 30 °C. Material: hardwearing
m icrofibre velour. E. g. for Grammer driver’s
suspension seat:
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Accessory seat cover in grey/grey. B6 640 1325

5

Accessory seat cover in blue/grey. B6 640 1321

6

Accessory seat cover in red/grey. B6 640 1323

7

Standard design seat cover in grey/grey. B6 640 1160

8

Floor mats. Available in various sizes and materials.

Rubber floor mats. With raised edge all round. Can be
steam-cleaned. Material: natural rubber.
e. g. driver’s side: B6 768 0118

3

8

Rep floor mats. Hardwearing and non-slip. Material:
100 % polypropylene.
e. g. driver’s side: B6 768 3049
Velour floor mats. Hardwearing, with adhesive
polyurethane backing and PVC water barrier.
Material: velour.
e. g. driver’s side: B6 768 1216
Please contact your Mercedes-Benz partner for details
of the relevant products for your Axor or Atego.
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Practical accessories for extra comfort
From the comfortable duvet and pillow, the coolbox and the steering wheel mini-desk to the
spectacles case, shaving mirror and hand-held vacuum cleaner – when you feel at home in
your cab, your job is much easier. And you can relax properly during your breaks.

1

Bedding set: duvet and pillow plus covers. We
appreciate the importance of sleep: comfortable duvet
and pillow with hypoallergenic hollowfibre filling.
Easy-care and skin-friendly. Washable at temperatures
up to 60 °C. Covers: soft, quality fabric.
Bedding set: B6 787 2424

1

Contents of set also available individually:
Duvet 135 x 200 cm: B6 787 2059
Duvet cover 135 x 200 cm: B6 787 2443
Pillow: B6 787 2058
Pillowcase: B6 787 2444

2

Fitted sheet. Pure relaxation: high-quality fitted
sheet with elasticated edges for a perfect fit. Material:
100 % cotton. Available in two sizes.
For upper bunk 70 x 186.5 cm: B6 787 2445
For lower bunk 68.5 x 210 cm: B6 787 2447

3

V pillow and neck bolster. Relaxation for the head
and neck: V pillow and neck bolster. Washable covers
coordinate with bedding design. Material: 100 % cotton.
V pillow: B6 787 2423
Neck bolster: B6 787 2422

4 Reading light. Bright spot: flexible gooseneck
r eading light (24 volt/5 watt). Prewired and designed
for permanent installation.
B6 682 8804
2 /3

4
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Coolbox TC 21 FL-AC. From really cool to pleasantly
warm: thermoelectric coolbox with capacity of 21 litres,
removable lid and energy-saving setting. 12-volt and
24-volt connection. Temperature range: cooling 1 °C to
15 °C, heating 50 °C to 65 °C.
B6 667 2035

7 Coolbox. For large and small refreshments:
coolbox featuring interior light, automatic cut-out
and removable wire basket. Capacity: 23 litres.
Suitable for standard 2-litre bottles. Simple to fit
to the engine tunnel. Temperature range: +10 °C
to –18 °C.
Coolbox B6 667 2025
Mounting kit (for Axor only) B6 667 2026
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8 Shaving mirror. Perfect for a groomed look:
s hatterproof shaving mirror. Material: stainless
steel, high-sheen polished.
B6 667 2032
9 Steering wheel mini-desk. Versatile: steering
wheel mini-desk, ideal for snacks or paperwork.
With plastic cutting board and practical stowage
sections.
B6 626 0200
10 Spectacles case. Always in easy reach: spectacles
case with large opening. Attached to A-pillar using
adhesive or Velcro.
B6 626 0275
11 Hand-held vacuum cleaner. A clean sweep:
hand-held vacuum cleaner with 3-stage turbine.
Low power consumption. 24-volt and 220-volt
connection.
B6 683 0011
15
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First-class technology, outstanding
connections: the electrical accessories
Shut the door, hit the road, but keep in touch – with cutting-edge technology. From the front 
camera system or reversing camera system, various radios and the mobile communication
solutions to the classic CB radio – the choice is yours.

1

Reversing camera system. Keeping an overview:
the reversing camera system is automatically activated
when reverse gear is engaged and makes the area
d irectly behind the vehicle visible, increasing safety
when manoeuvring and helping to prevent accidents.
The camera housing is waterproof, resistant to highpressure cleaning and features an integral heating
module. The monitor provides an undistorted, glare-free
image. Please contact your Mercedes-Benz partner for
details of the relevant product for your Axor or Atego.

2 Front camera system. Greater visibility, enhanced
safety: the front camera records the blind spot in front
of the cab, increasing safety when pulling away or
manoeuvring. It is activated and deactivated automatically
according to the speed and provides a realistic, glare-free
image on the monitor, which is included as part of the
package. The camera housing is waterproof, resistant to
high-pressure cleaning and features an integral heating
module. The front camera system complies with statutory
regulations governing replacement of the front mirror.
B6 782 1260

1
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The whole world at the touch of a button
Use the phone yet stay focused on the traffic and arrive safely – Mercedes-Benz genuine accessories
show how easy it can be.

1

Mobile-phone cradles (Code EU3). Always in 
contact: cradles for Nokia and Sony Ericsson mobile
phones. Permanent connection to the external
aerial means that radiation in the cab is reduced
to a minimum.
For Nokia 6300: B6 782 1282
For Nokia 6233/6234: B6 782 1274
For Sony Ericsson K800i: B6 782 1273

2

Truck Phone Comfort. Both hands free: the Truck
Phone Comfort is the perfect complement to a Bluetooth
mobile. The permanently installed hands-free system
accesses the mobile’s SIM card via Bluetooth rSAP and
automatically connects to the GSM network. Alternatively
the SIM card can be inserted directly into the Truck
Phone Comfort.
B6 782 1237

3

SitBack. Innovative communication: neck cushion
with gooseneck microphone attached at side and
connection to Black box.
SitBack Phone. Simply a better way to use the phone:
SitBack Phone. The other party can be heard via the
on-board radio’s loudspeaker.
B6 682 8598
SitBack Sound. A new quality in conversation: SitBack
Sound. The loudspeaker is integrated in the neck cushion.
B6 682 8596

1
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Keeping you in touch when you’re on the road
When you spend a lot of time on the road, a CB radio offers the ideal way to keep in contact with
colleagues. And with good music and up-to-the-minute congestion information from the radio,
you can enjoy the ride to the full.

1 CB radio universal, 12 volt. Stay in touch out on
the road: CB radio universal with 3 switchable national
frequency tables. 80 FM channels, 4 watt/12 AM channels,
1 watt, 40 FM channels, 4 watt/40 AM channels, 1 watt,
40 FM channels, 4 watt/CEPT. With ASC (automatic
sound control) and microphone with up/down buttons
for selecting channel.
B6 683 0017
Installation frame: B6 683 0012

1

2 CB radio standard, 12 volt. Good basis for
c onversation: CB radio standard. 40 FM channels,
4 watt/40 AM channels, 1 watt, squelch control to 
prevent background noise. With practical channel
selector and bar displaying signal strength.
B6 682 8599
Installation frame: B6 683 0012
CB radio loudspeaker (not pictured). Powerful sound:
CB radio loudspeaker with pivot mount. Special
frequency response, 5 W/8 Ohm.
B6 682 8589
2

3

CD radio Bluetooth. Multi-talented accessory: CD
radio Bluetooth with integral hands-free system provided
via Bluetooth interface. Ensures the driver’s hands are
free for steering. If required, other portable devices such
as an MP3 player or an iPod can be 
connected. (Code EU2)
A 004 820 4386
CD radio (not pictured). Good entertainment: CD radio
with four wavebands and extensive features. Further
devices such as an MP3 player can be connected.
(Code EU1)
A 004 820 4286

4 USB/iPod Interface. Virtually unlimited possibilities:
interface for connecting a USB storage medium (e. g. MP3
player) or an iPod to the new CD radios. The device is
then operated using the radio controls. An iPod holder can
also be accommodated e. g. in the stowage compartment
as an option.
B6 782 1272
3
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Little extras that make a big difference
Not everything can be planned in advance when you’re on the road. But the range of Mercedes-Benz
genuine accessories is packed with plenty of useful items to make your job easier – items you’ll soon
find indispensable as you go about your daily routines.
1

1

2
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1

LED sequential flash set. Extra safeguard: the LED
sequential flash set alerts following traffic in good time
to the scene of the incident and guides it safely past.
The five bright LED light elements can be set up in next
to no time. And thanks to the sequential flashing light
signals, the risk of not being seen despite fluorescent
jacket and warning triangle is significantly reduced.
B6 653 0015

2

Boxes of replacement bulbs. Contains all the
required replacement bulbs.
For Axor
small: B6 683 0018
large: B6 683 0019
For Atego
small: B6 683 0008
large: B6 683 0009

3

3

Low-maintenance fifth-wheel couplings. Simple:
with the low-maintenance fifth-wheel couplings only
the locking hook needs to be lubricated. Contact surface,
rubber joint mounting and wear ring are maintenancefree. The low-maintenance fifth-wheel couplings
can be combined with an automatic lubricant dispenser
(e. g. LubeTronic).
Standard fifth-wheel couplings (not pictured).
Mercedes-Benz offers an extensive range of standard fifthwheel couplings for conventional coupling and uncoupling.
Your Mercedes-Benz partner will be happy to advise you.

4

LubeTronic. Automatic instead of manual: the
LubeTronic lubricant dispenser dispenses with
the need for manual lubrication. With annual mileage
of 100,000 km lasts an average of 3 years. Can be
retrofitted to all low-maintenance fifth-wheel couplings.
B6 789 0101

4

5

Voltage reducing adapter. Versatile: voltage reducing
short adapter for operating 12-volt trailers from a 24-volt
on-board system. 15-pin, 24 volt to 13-pin, 12 volt.
B6 753 0167

5
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6 Adapter, 24 volt. For a safe electrical connection
between tractor and semitrailer or trailer. Please ask
your Mercedes-Benz partner for details of the relevant
product for your Axor or Atego.
7

7

Thermo paper. Does not fade: the thermo paper
is heat-resistant and printouts remain legible even
on contact with water or engine oil. Three 8-m rolls.
B6 782 1244

8

Airtronic D2 air heater. Powerful heating: the
A irtronic D2 air heater heats the cab to a pleasant
temperature and operates independently of the engine.
Infinitely adjustable temperature control. Heating
output: 850–2200 watt, voltage: 12/24 volt.
B6 731 0082
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Aerials. Always a good reception: various aerials for
CB radio, radio or combined radio/GSM 900 operation
are available for the Axor and Atego. There is also the
option of a window aerial. Your Mercedes-Benz partner
will be happy to advise you.

10

Jump leads. Get back on the move: jump leads,
5 m long. With integral protective circuit to suppress
inductive voltage spikes.
B6 753 0150

11

Tow rod. A quick helping hand: tow rod in special
steel. 2.20 m long, for vehicles up to 38 t. Can be painted
as required.
B6 758 2404
21

Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press (08/08). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to
the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed
reasonable with respect to the purchaser. As a rule, the part numbers listed do not include any installation parts or additional parts which may be required.
Unrestricted availability of the products shown cannot be guaranteed at the time of going to press. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers
to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment
which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. This
brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany and is distributed internationally. It may contain models and services which are not available in certain
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at the time of going to press. For details of the regulations which apply in your country, and their consequences, please contact your nearest authorised Dealer.
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